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ABSTRACT China’s rapidly expanding role in Africa as an energy and
resource extractor reveals much of the dynamics and complexities of its
growing ties with the continent. Rather than studying the subject in the fra-
mework of bilateral interactions, as most existing literature does, this article
explores the impact of China’s domestic development process on the behav-
iour of Chinese foreign policy and business operations in Africa. Based on
the author’s extensive field research in Africa and China, the article argues
that much of what the Chinese government, Chinese companies and individ-
ual entrepreneurs are doing today in Africa is an externalization of China’s
own modernization experiences in the past three decades. China’s inter-
actions with African countries are reflective of its own development contra-
dictions, and major patterns of Chinese behavour in Africa can be attributed
to complex motivations and objectives of the actors involved.

One of the most contentious issues in China–African relations is how to evaluate
China’s rapidly expanding role in the continent as an energy and resource extrac-
tor. Many African countries express gratitude for Beijing’s generous offers of aid,
cancellations of debt and promises of trade and investment in exchange for
energy and minerals. Critics, however, charge that China’s extractive behaviour
in Africa is no less than neo-colonialism, as it seizes a new sphere of influence,
grabs oil and other resources, props up repressive regimes and leaves individual
African countries on the losing end. Beijing has refuted such characterizations
by identifying itself with the developing world, stressing the reciprocal nature
of its interactions with Africa and promising a new paradigm of China–Africa
partnership based on the traditional friendship.1

* I would like to thank Simin Yu and Johanna Jansson for their research assistance.
1 For recent studies of China–Africa relations, see Chris Alden, Daniel Large and Ricardo Soares de

Oliveira (eds.), China Returns to Africa: A Rising Power and a Continent Embrace (London: Hurst &
Co., 2008); Chris Alden, China in Africa (London: Zed Books Ltd., 2007); Harry G. Broadman,
“Chronology of China–Africa relations,” China Report, Vol. 43, No. 3 (2007), pp. 363–73.
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A close examination of China’s relations with Africa in areas of energy and
resources reveals much of the dynamics and complexities of China’s growing
ties with the continent. A number of initial studies have formed a good base
for further debates on this fairly new subject. Some argue that China’s rush to
Africa for energy and resources is very similar to what the Western countries
have been doing for decades, and concluded that the “new scramble” in the con-
tinent has produced or will have negative consequences for Africans.2 Others
have questioned if such a “scramble” is overly exaggerated or if it is too early
to draw negative conclusions.3 Yet others argue that China’s energy expansion
in Africa, as fast as it has been in recent years, is still relatively small by all
major measurements, and charge that Western media has blown things out of
proportion.4 Despite their differences in arguments and supporting evidence,
these studies share a similar methodology: they focus heavily on China’s inter-
actions with Africa, either as a continent or as different countries.
This article approaches China–Africa relations in the energy and resource sec-

tors from a different angle, by focusing on the linkages of Chinese domestic
development and its foreign policy behaviour. To look at Beijing’s thirst for
oil, minerals and other raw materials is a good starting point. But we also
need to go beyond that by examining the impact of the current Chinese economic
development model on its relations with African countries.
The first part of the article examines the domestic development context of the

Chinese political economy that is key to understanding changing Chinese percep-
tion and behaviour in Africa. The second part demonstrates, through the histori-
cal evolution of China–Africa relations and the current debate on the nature of
this relationship, that China is not a monolithic bloc when it comes to its relations
with Africa. Even the three major sets of actors – the government, the
state-owned companies and the individual industrialists – cannot be generalized
as just having one behaviour pattern for each. Internal dynamics in each group
may come out in a different manner depending on time, location and cases in
hand. The third part of the article focuses on Chinese national oil companies
and other enterprises, and reveals a number of unique features of Chinese energy
and resource extractive operations in Africa.
Throughout the article, I argue that much of what the Chinese government,

Chinese companies and individual entrepreneurs are doing today in Africa is

2 See for example, Ricardo Soares de Oliveira, “Making sense of Chinese oil investment in Africa,” in
Alden et al., China Returns to Africa, pp. 83–109.

3 See for example, Jedrzej George Frynas and Manuel Paulo, “A new scramble for African oil? Historical,
political, and business perspectives?” African Affairs, Vol. 106, No. 423 (2007), pp. 229–51; Xu
Yi-Chong, “China and the United States in Africa: coming conflict or commercial coexistence?”
Australian Journal of International Affairs, Vol. 62, No. 1 (2008), pp. 16–37.

4 See Erica Down, “The fact and fiction of Sino- African energy relations,” China Security, Vol. 3, No. 3
(2007), pp. 42–68; Michelle Chan-Fishel and Roxanne Lawson, “Quid pro quo? China’s
investment-for-resource swaps in Africa,” Development, Vol. 50, No. 3 (2007), pp. 63–68. There are
also those who argue that China’s interactions are good for African development. See Kwesi Kwaa
Prah, “China and Africa: defining a relationship,” Development, Vol. 50, No. 3 (2007), pp. 69–75.
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an externalization of China’s own development experiences in the past three dec-
ades. China’s interactions with African countries are reflective of its own devel-
opment contradictions, and major patterns of Chinese behaviour in Africa can
be attributed to complex motivations and objectives of the actors involved.5

I support this argument by extensive surveys of current literature on China’s
relations with Africa in energy and resource sectors, with a heavy emphasis on
Chinese sources, and my field research interviews in China, Africa, Latin
America and the Middle East in the past few years.

Changing Domestic and International Priorities and Their
Implications for China’s Africa Strategy
Over the past three decades, the Chinese leadership has pursued a modernization
programme largely built on traditional economic development models: heavy
industrialization, labour- and capital-intensive manufacturing industries,
export-led growth, low labour cost and high environmental damage. By following
such a development paradigm, China’s “miracle” growth of GDP has come with
heavy price tags on wages, workers’ welfare, the eco-system and political reforms.
Many have realized the negative impact of the Chinese development model on
the country itself but few have examined what it means to Chinese foreign policy,
especially the behaviour of Chinese enterprises abroad.
The first impact of the Chinese development model is China’s growing

hunger for more and more energy and natural resources, leading to massive
extractive activities both inside China and around the world. A fast growing
economy typically requires more energy, but China’s modernization drive has
produced a manufacturing structure that requires huge increases in energy con-
sumption, creating an inefficient energy consumption system and a consumer
trend that is difficult to sustain. China is now the “factory of the world.” The
major portion of its economic output is oriented towards industries that are pri-
marily energy-driven. With about 6 per cent of global GDP, China consumes 31
per cent of the world’s coal, 30 per cent of iron, 27 per cent of steel, 40 per cent of
cement, 20 per cent of copper, 19 per cent of aluminium and 10 per cent of
electricity.6

Accompanying this heavy industrial structure is the tremendous waste of
energy. As acknowledged by Zhang Guobao 张国宝, deputy commissioner of
China’s National Development and Reform Commission, to generate every
10,000 yuan of GDP, China uses as much as three times the energy as the global

5 In this regard, some contend that China’s interactions with Africa have been a dynamic process, highly
volatile, with policy modifications and changes that have demonstrated a “learning curve.” See Daniel
Large, “From non-interference to constructive engagement? China’s evolving relations with Sudan,” in
Chris Alden et al., China Returns to Africa (and his contribution in this issue on China–Sudan relations).

6 Chen Ya’nan, “Zhongguo nengyuan jingzhang suyuan: 50 nian langfei liu ge baiyi dun meitian ziyuan”
(“The origin of China’s energy supply crisis: 60 billion tons of coal wasted during the past 50 years”),
Zhongguo shichang (Chinese Market), 7 June 2005, http://finance.sina.com.cn/g/20050607/14461664360.
shtml.
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average.7 The ratio is even higher than major advanced industrialized countries.
In producing US$1.00 GDP, China consumes eight times the energy that Japan
does; and in producing the same industrial goods, China uses 11.5 times the
energy of Japan.8

Such a heavy demand for energy and raw materials have led to two major
structural imperatives for China. One is to find ever more energy and resources
within Chinese borders and to develop them as fast as possible. Another is the
call by central government for Chinese enterprises to “go out,” that is, to go
around the world to explore and extract additional energy and resources. High
energy and commodity prices prior to the recent world economic recession
added urgency for such an external push. Given Africa’s rich endowment of
energy, minerals and other key resources, it is only natural that Chinese enter-
prises would see the continent as a new frontier. In other words, a major struc-
tural requirement for China’s continuous industrialization drive is to enter
Africa aggressively and extract energy and resources, very much along the lines
of what it has been doing at home for decades.
Second, China’s modernization efforts not only feature a heavy industrial

structure and a fast-growing auto industry but also attract the relocation of
many polluting industries by American and other Western multinationals to
China. They have caused severe damage to China’s environment and the overall
ecosystem, and in the process have made China one of the worst polluters on
earth. China is now the largest consumer of the world’s construction materials,
expending the most energy in unit GDP production and ranking first in air
and water pollution with 70 per cent of its rivers and 90 per cent of its city rivers
being polluted.9 While the United States and other industrialized countries
remain the biggest producers of carbon dioxide emissions on a per capita
basis, China is catching up fast, and became the overall largest carbon dioxide
emitter as a country in 2007.10 Being a signatory of the Kyoto Protocol but
not subject to its emission reduction standards as a developing country, China
is releasing ever more greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.
With such a domestic environment record and the struggle to find a way ahead,

it is not surprising that China is not a leading power in the global fight for pre-
serving the ecosystem. Chinese enterprises have little environmental conscious-
ness, and do not possess much expertise in environmental assessment or

7 “Fagaiwei: Zhongguo mei baiwan Meiyuan GDP nenghao shi Riben jiu bei” (“NDRC: China’s energy
intensity per unit (million US$) GDP is 9 times that of Japan”) Diyi caijing ribao (China Business News),
28 September 2005, http://news.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2005-09/27/content_3549976.htm.

8 “Mei meiti cheng Zhongguo yi chengwei shijie shang nengyuan langfei zui yanzhong guojia”
(“American media: China’s energy waste the worst in the world”), Zhongguo shiyou wang (China Oil
News Online), 4 July 2005, http://www.oilnews.com.cn/gb/misc/2005-08/11/content_627674.htm.

9 “Jingji fazhanyuhuanjing baohu” (“Economicdevelopment andenvironmental protection”), speechbyPan
Yue, Vice-Minister of Environmental Protection of the PRC, on the 21st Century Annual Conference on
China’s Economy, 20 December 2006, at www.sepa.gov.cn/hjyw/200612/t20061220_97538.htm.

10 Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, 21 June 2007. “Global fossil CO2 emissions for 2006,”
www.mnp.nl/en/dossiers/Climatechange/moreinfo/Chinanowno1inCO2emissionsUSAinsecondposition.
html.
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protection. Thus, when they go to Africa and other parts of the world with pri-
marily the extraction of energy and resources in mind, they are not natural pro-
moters of the environment of the host countries. Whereas in advanced
industrialized states such as Australia and Canada there are strict regulations
on preservation and environment, many African countries do not have such sys-
tems in place. Facing the massive inflow of Chinese capital and extractive activi-
ties, these countries are thus very vulnerable to environmental degradation and
weak in enforcing existing regulations.
Third, the Chinese development model and its urban prosperity are largely

built on the low-wage labour of, and at the expense of, the majority of the
Chinese rural population. Yet evidence is mounting that the high-GDP-centred
development paradigm is too costly to sustain. As revealed by the China
Human Development Report 2005, regional disparity is threatening the country’s
growth potential, and the widening urban–rural distribution gap has reached a
dangerous level. Only two decades ago, China was one of the most equal societies
on earth. Today, it ranks 90th in the United Nations Development Programme’s
131-nation HDI.11

The structural issues involved in locking the migrant workers where they are
have to do with the policy choices China has made in the past 30 years in its mod-
ernization programme. In order to attract foreign investment, China has also
focused on basic manufacturing and heavy industry that are capital-intensive,
labour-intensive, heavy resource and energy consuming, and environment
unfriendly. Such an industrial development model requires a low-cost labour
force, and China’s seemingly endless supply of migrant workers has filled the
bill. Thirty years of reform has transformed China into a cut-throat, competitive
capitalist market economy featuring severe exploitation of workers, especially
migrant workers with sustained low wages. It is thus difficult to imagine that
Chinese entrepreneurs and companies used to such domestic conditions would
go to Africa and treat workers there any differently.
Finally, China’s modernization paradigm has also led to direct human cost and

suffering. And there is no clear indication that China has developed a political,
social and cultural infrastructure to cope with the many social issues brought
about by its fast economic development. In a rare disclosure of the enormous hid-
den cost of China’s rapid economic development, the Chinese government
acknowledged that “sudden public incidents” such as industrial accidents, social
safety accidents and natural disasters are responsible for over one million casual-
ties and the loss of 6 per cent of GDP every year. According to a People’s Daily
online special, over 5 million “public accidents” occurred in 2004 alone, causing
the death of 210,000 people, injuring another 1.75 million and resulting in the
immediate economic loss of over US$57 billion (455 billion yuan). It is estimated

11 China Human Development Report 2005, United Nations Development Programme China, available
at http://www.undp.org.cn/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=article&catid=18&topic=8&sid=
242&mode=thread&order=0&thold=0.
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that the direct annual cost of such disasters for China is more than US$81 billion
(650 billion yuan) on average, equal to 6 per cent of the country’s annual GDP.12

Thus, in the rush for industrialization and profits, Chinese enterprises are not
well prepared in work safety procedures. Many of them in fact are negligent in
these areas. China’s civil society is weak. The legal system is still developing.
And most importantly, political reform is lagging behind, thus leaving a major
question mark on the transparency of many political, economic and social pro-
cedures that can make the state as well as the enterprises accountable for their
actions. These weaknesses have severely limited the ability of Chinese businesses
to function in a manner that is responsive to labour concerns, civil society
demands and transparency requirements in their operations in Africa and other
parts of the world.
But in every area listed above, there are also indications that the Chinese lea-

dership and China as a whole are beginning to realize the negative impacts of the
development paradigm in the past three decades. There are strong and growing
voices for efficient use of energy and resources. More measures are being taken
to tackle environmental problems. There are improvements in protecting migrant
workers’ rights. There are new regulations for work safety, transparency and
dealing with civil complaints. And there are new government programmes to cor-
rect the income inequality trends and to increase the income levels of rural
regions. These new developments are also reflected in China’s growing presence
in Africa in a very complex manner.

Energy, Resources and the Evolving Debates on the Nature of
China–Africa Relations
The single most striking character of China–Africa relations in recent years is the
fast-growing Chinese appetite for the continent’s energy and natural resources.
As noted by other authors in this issue, China–African trade has increased dra-
matically in the past decade. And the share of energy and raw materials in
China’s trade with individual African countries is the most significant (Table 1
and Figure 1). Chinese customs statistics show that from 2001 to 2007, China’s
trade with Africa increased 681 per cent, only slightly slower than the growth
of its trade with Latin America in the same period (687 per cent), but faster
than its trade growth with other regions.13

China’s relentless pursuit of economic development, as noted in the last sec-
tion, had turned the country from a petroleum exporter to an importer by
1993, and by the turn of the new century its dependency on foreign oil had
jumped to about 40 per cent, and now is at 50 per cent. Beijing’s new target is

12 Changgen Feng, “2004 nian woguo shigu yu zaihai zhuangkuang zongshu” (“Review of accidents and
disasters in China in the year of 2004”) Anquan yu huangjing xuebao (Environment and Safety Study),
Vol. 5, No. 2 (2005).

13 Author’s calculations based on data from Chinese customs.
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to quadruple its economy again between 2000 and 2020, as it did from the
late 1970s to the mid-1990s.14 To achieve that goal, China must rely more
and more on external energy supplies. The middle kingdom is now burning 7.8
million barrels of oil a day.15 Although still far behind the United
States, which consumes some 20.7 million barrels a day,16 Chinese
consumption is projected to reach a daily level of 10 million barrels within the
next two decades or so, according to estimates of the International Energy
Agency.17

It is not surprising that in such a broad economic context, Africa has turned
into a major energy supplier to China in recent years. Furthermore, an integral
part of China’s growing trade relations with the rest of the world was an increase
in oil imports from different regions, resulting in Africa now supplying China
with one-third of its imports (Table 2).
China’s current demands for energy and raw materials have conditioned its

presence in Africa primarily as a resource extractor. As many analysts point
out, Chinese energy and resource activities in the continent have made them
no different from other former colonial powers that had gone there for exactly
the same purpose: to seize energy and resources for feeding their own

Table 1: China’s Top Ten African Trading Partners by Imports, 2007

Country Import trading
volume

Crude oil exports
to China

% of which is
crude oil

Nigeria* 67,614,520 58,772,284 87
South Africa 64,026,608 1,840,120 3
Algeria* 54,352,312 33,622,776 62
Libya* 45,327,448 39,015,288 86
Angola* 39,450,972 37,410,180 95
Egypt 21,702,180 2,043,906 9
Tunisia 15,165,396 0 0
Morocco 14,607,346 0 0
Equatorial Guinea* 9,343,970 8,029,102 86
Sudan* 8,336,882 7,729,674 93

Notes:
Unit is US$ thousand. *denotes major crude oil exporting nations in Africa. China’s import trade with major African oil exporting

nations primarily consists of petroleum.
Source:

COMTRADE statistics.

14 Lawrence R. Klein, “New growth centers in this globalized economy,” Journal of Policy Modeling,
Vol. 26, No. 4 (2004), p. 499.

15 Michael Klare, “The US and China are over a barrel,” Los Angeles Times, 28 April 2008.
16 “Short-term energy outlook,” EIA (2008), available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/steo, accessed 28

December 2008.
17 Based on China’s average oil consumption rate in 2007, from Christopher Flavin, “State of the world

2005 global security brief #1: oil price surge threatens economic stability and national security,”
World Watch Institute (2004), available at http://www.worldwatch.org/node/75, accessed 28
December 2008.
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development purposes rather than to do anything to serve the host countries.18

The implications for such an association are critically clear because extractive
activities by traditional Western powers in Africa are perceived by many as
tainted with greed and suffering, as revealed by Nicholas Shaxson in Poisoned
Wells.19 Yet many in China’s policy circles do not think that the relationship
should be classified in this way.
First, there is a debate about whether China’s new economic development

model is a curse or a blessing for Africa. For critics, its downside in the past
30 years is clear despite its deliverance of a high economic growth rate: a brutal
capitalist market economy; severe exploitation of labour forces; widespread cor-
ruption in both political and economic areas; widening inequality in income dis-
tribution; worsening environmental and ecological conditions; lack of corporate
responsibility and transparency; and no experience or expertise of democratic
governance. These particular constraints of China’s domestic conditions may
produce very negative consequences for African countries when combined with
similar or worse local conditions.
But for those who have faith in “socialism with Chinese characteristics,”

China’s reform experiences in the past three decades can serve as a model for
developing countries in Africa on how to eliminate poverty and make strides
in industrialization. In Chinese official press and academic writings, there is a

Figure 1: Composition of China’s Imports from Africa, 2001–2007

Notes:
Unit is US$ million. In 2007, 72% of China’s total imports from Africa is crude oil, with non-primary commodities imports account-

ing for only 4%.
Sources:

COMTRADE statistics.

18 Taylor, “China’s Oil Diplomacy in Africa.”
19 Nicholas Shaxson, Poisoned Wells: The Dirty Politics of African Oil (New York: Palgrave Macmillan,

2007).
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growing trend to view China’s rapidly evolving presence in Africa as a force of
good for the continent after its stagnation in the post-independent decades.20

Senior Chinese policy makers and diplomats have confidently expressed the
view that the Western colonial powers had their chance to deliver development
to Africa in the second half of the 20th century but they failed miserably. Now
it’s China’s turn to provide an alternative development path, one that is primarily
based on the Chinese development lessons.21

The fact that such claims are often backed and supported by the African gov-
ernments and people themselves further strengthens these arguments. For
example, the Hon. Festus Mogae, former president of Botswana, spoke highly
of China’s positive role and its investment in Africa and is openly critical of
those who treat the Chinese presence in Africa in purely negative terms.22

Table 2: China’s Crude Oil Imports from Major Exporting Nations, 2007

Source Volume Share (%) Source Volume Share (%)
Angola* 24,996,499 15.3 Saudi Arabia 26,332,088 16.1
Sudan 10,306,048 6.3 Iran 20,536,769 12.6
Congo 4,801,420 2.9 Oman 13,677,798 8.4
Eq. Guinea 3,280,093 2.0 UAE 3,650,908 2.2
Libya 2,906,872 1.8 Kuwait 3,632,297 2.2
South Africa 2,327,152 1.4 Yemen 3,236,839 1.9
Algeria 1,612,828 0.9 Iraq 1,412,108 0.9
Nigeria 895,179 0.5 Qatar 282,693 0.2
Gabon 886,745 0.5 Middle East 72,761,500 44.5
Mauritania 682,347 0.4 Venezuela 4,115,231 2.5
Chad 132,099 0.1 Brazil 2,315,485 1.4
Egypt 83,752 0.1 Argentina 1,566,434 0.9
Africa 52,911,034 32.2 Peru 1,178,139 0.7
Indonesia 2,284,087 1.4 Colombia 842,216 0.5
Thailand 1,101,774 0.7 Ecuador 234,595 0.1
Malaysia 498,572 0.3 Cuba 59,584 0.0
Vietnam 496,358 0.3 Latin America 10,311,684 6.1
Brunei 403,301 0.2 Australia 463,509 0.2
South Korea 345,070 0.2 Canada 469,459 0.3
Mongolia 106,121 0.1 United Kingdom 138,986 0.1
Philippines 37,631 0.0 Norway 181,110 0.1
Guinea 131,493 0.1 Russia 14,526,283 8.9
Asia Pacific 5,404,407 3.3 Kazakhstan 5,997,948 3.7

Notes:
Unit: tons. *According to Chinese Customs, Angola briefly overtook Saudi Arabia in the first half of 2006.

Source:
Chinese customs.

20 Marcus Power and Giles Mohan, “Good friends and good partners: the ‘new’ face of China–African
co-operation,” Review of African Political Economy, No. 115 (2008), pp. 5–6.

21 Based on the author’s interviews with numerous Chinese officials in Beijing and in a number of African
countries throughout 2008.

22 Based on author’s interviews with government officials in Lubumbashi, Democratic Republic of Congo
on 11 September 2008, and in Libreville, Gabon on 18 September 2008. See also remarks by the Hon.
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There is also substantial scholarship showing that Chinese loans and other forms
of assistance to many countries, often with no strings attached, are seen as giving
local autonomy without imposing certain values as do the loans from
Western-dominated international financial institutions.23

The reality is more of a mix between the two positions. There are certainly
lessons from China’s success story that can be utilized if they are applied properly
to local conditions. Many African countries are inspired by China’s fast
modernization process and hope they can bring such prosperity to their own
land. But there are also negative elements of China’s development paradigm in
the past three decades, described above, that could be harmful to local develop-
ment once they are exported to Africa in the form of energy and resource
extractive operations.
Second, inside China, policy makers and academics have also been debating

about the nature of China’s quest for energy and resource security. Those who
hold a realist view of international relations insist that energy security belongs
to the domain of traditional security issues. They see all Western criticism of
China, from the Sudan to Zimbabwe, as no more than a device to drive China
out of Africa. They advocate strong state support for Chinese enterprises in
Africa and are not moved by humanitarian concerns in the Darfur region.24

Others tend to treat China’s growing energy and resource needs as belonging to
the “non-traditional” security realm. They argue that China and the United
States have similar interests in gaining access to Africa’s vast energy and raw
material resources, and both require a stable environment on the continent to
achieve their objectives. The two major powers could also work together to tackle
many of the development problems facing African countries. It is therefore in
Beijing’s interests to forge a truly “win-win” situation in its relations with
Africa, while exploring a co-operative framework with the United States and
the EU countries to ensure that the major powers do not engage in hostile policies
that harm both the African people and their own interests.25 They feel that
China’s international image as a new rising power and a “responsible stake-
holder” is damaged by supporting the government of the Sudan or political

footnote continued

Festus Mogae, former president of Botswana at the conference of “Digging for peace: private companies
and emerging economies in zones of conflict, November 11, 2008,” http://www.bicc.de/events/
resource_conference/program.php, accessed 12 December 2008.

23 See Ana Cristina Alves, “Chinese economic diplomacy in Africa: the Lusophone strategy,” in Chris
Alden et al., China Returns to Africa; also see Marcus Power and Giles Mohan, “New African choices?
The politics of Chinese engagement,” Review of African Political Economy, No. 115 (2008) pp. 23–42;
and Broadman, Africa’s Silk Road.

24 Kang Sheng, “Meiguo yingsu yu Zhongguo zai Feizhou de shiyou anquan he waijiao” (“The US factor
and China’s petroleum security and diplomacy in Africa”) Shijie jingji he zhengzhi, No. 4 (2006), pp.
79–81.

25 Asteris Huliaras and Konstantinos Magliveras, “In search of a policy: EU and US reactions to the grow-
ing Chinese presence in Africa,” European Foreign Affairs Review, Vol. 13 (2008), pp. 399–420.
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leaders such as Mugabe in exchange for the kind of gains that are not vital to
China’s national interests.
The key issue here is not to make a right or wrong judgement in siding with one

of the parties. Rather, observers of Africa–China relations should be aware of the
existence of such debates. As a result of these internal development dynamics and
complex views, Chinese foreign policy objectives and behaviours in Africa are
neither monolithic nor static. They are constantly changing and being adjusted,
reflecting China’s shifting domestic priorities and opinions.

Local Adaptation of Chinese NOCs and Enterprises in Africa
The African operations of Chinese national oil companies (NOCs), state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) and private enterprises reflect the internal tensions and contra-
dictions of China’s overall African strategy as examined in the previous sections.
But there are more specific domestic and international concerns that influence the
behaviour of Chinese NOCs and other companies in the continent. Each of these
conditioning factors in turn has led to a particular set of operational practices in
the quest for energy and resources by Chinese NOCs and extractive enterprises in
Africa.26 We can characterize the behaviour of Chinese energy and resource
extractive activities in Africa in the following way.

Chinese firms are suffering from an energy and resource insecurity syndrome
when it comes to doing business in Africa

There are often reports in the press that Chinese NOCs are bold in bidding wars
backed by large amounts of capital, march around the world to lock in energy
and other resources without hesitation, and are rapidly taking over the African
continent from the traditional domination of Europeans and Americans.27 And
Chinese demand in recent years has driven up global oil prices.
Chinese perceptions are quite different. The Chinese officials from the Energy

Bureau of the National Development and Reform Commission, now the
National Energy Administration, point out that China does not produce enough
oil and gas to meet its demands; they have no control of the skyrocketing oil
prices but acknowledge China’s need to import energy from abroad, with the
result that oil is one of the largest items of China’s annual imports.28 They
argue that China, with only around a 7 per cent share of the global oil trade,
had only a marginal impact on the huge increase in world oil prices that began

26 Based on the author’s field research trips to Africa and China.
27 Martin Clark, “Chinese companies: willing to go where Western companies fear to tread,” Financial

Times, 28 January 2008; Andrew Malone, “How China’s taking over Africa, and why the West should
be VERY worried,” Daily Mail, 18 July 2008. For the most sensational accusation is that the Chinese
are turning African into its new slave empire see Peter Hitchens, “How China has created a new slave
empire in Africa,” Daily Mail, 28 September 2008.

28 The figure in 2007 is US$79.86 billion, from COMTRADE statistics.
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in 2004, an argument now proven to be correct. And they accuse the “inter-
national petroleum crocodiles” – large Western oil majors – for manipulating
the oil prices for unprecedented profits.29

Hence the “go out” strategy was the order for China’s NOCs and SOEs. Yet
the Chinese firms are also aware that most of the world’s oil reserves and fields
are owned either by the host country’s national oil companies or by half a dozen
or so Western international oil companies (IOCs). In Africa for example, accord-
ing to two studies by China National Offshore Oil Corporation (Africa) Ltd and
China National Oil & Gas Exploration and Development Corp., NNPC of
Nigeria ranks first in terms of accumulative, recoverable oil reserves rights, fol-
lowed by Shell, Total, Exxon-Mobil and Chevron. Chinese oil companies are
not in the top ten.30 Figure 2 shows the major ranking of main international
energy companies in Africa.
With such a sense of vulnerability and insecurity, Chinese NOCs, all of them

lacking international experience in general and African expertise in particular,
have tried to compensate by making more adventurous moves that may carry
a higher level of risk: going into Africa’s “troubled zones” with bold investment

Figure 2: 2006 Production in Africa by World Major IOCs and NOCs

Notes:
Unit is million barrels of oil equivalent per day.

Source:
Erica Downs, “The fact and fiction of Sino-Africa energy relations,” China Security, Vol. 3, No. 3 (2007).

29 The PRC State Council Information Office, “China new opportunity – energy: comment on hot energy
problems of China,” Beijing, May 2005.

30 Gang Zhang (CNOOC (Africa) Limited), “Waiguo shiyou gongsi zai Feizhou de jingzheng qushi fenxi”
(“Analysis of foreign oil companies competition trends in Africa”) Guoji shiyou jingji (International
Petroleum Economy), No. 3 (2007).
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and aid packages in exchange for energy. China is willing to venture into zones
that are still not totally dominated by the Western IOCs.
When Angola ended its 27-year civil war in 2002, few foreign countries were

willing to get into the country. In 2004 China committed to a $2 billion oil-
backed credit line for rebuilding the country’s shattered infrastructure,31 and
increased this by a further US$1 billion in 2005.32 Beijing also made Angola
its largest foreign aid destination. It added another $2 billion in aid to Angola
during Premier Wen’s two-day visit in 2006.33 Angola is currently the second lar-
gest oil producer after Nigeria in sub-Saharan Africa, producing 1.4 million bar-
rels per day. One-third of that goes to China, making up 13 per cent of total
Chinese imports. Angola was the second largest supplier of crude to the
Chinese market after Saudi Arabia in both 2006 and 2007 (see Figure 3 and
Table 3).
As a major Chinese corporate executive told me in the autumn of 2008, her

company’s decision to enter Angola a few years before the end of its civil war
was a substantial risk but it was also where the opportunity lay at the time. It
paid off with large returns in the energy and real estate sectors. Now this execu-
tive’s target is Zimbabwe. Even though it is still in turmoil, it is a rare chance to
establish a presence. And once stability arrives, as she predicts, her company will
gain returns just as it did in Angola.34

Figure 3: Two of China’s Top Six Crude Oil Importing Countries are from Africa

Notes:
Unit is million tons.

Sources:
Chinese customs, Reuters.

31 Angelo Izama, “Bring China on board,” The Monitor, 20 June 2007.
32 “Angola calls off Sinopec oil investment,” China Economic Review, 8 March 2007.
33 “China gives Angola $2 bil in fresh credit,” Reuters, 21 June 2006.
34 Author’s interview with a CEO of Chinese firm based in South Africa with operations in both Angola

and Zimbabwe. Johannesburg, South Africa, 13 September 2008.
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The Sudan is another case where the West has criticized the Chinese presence
while in recent years the Chinese NOCs have expanded their operations in the
war-torn country despite the ongoing Darfur crisis, and many Chinese have
hailed China–Sudan energy relations a success story.35 According to Liu Guijin
刘贵今, the Chinese government’s special representative for Darfur, China pro-
vided the Sudan with humanitarian assistance of about US$11 million in 2007,
and will provide another US$90 million in soft loans.36 Statistics from Chinese
customs showed that the bilateral trade volume between the two countries
rocketed from US$103 million in 1990 to US$3.35 billion in 2006. The bilateral
trade figure surpassed US$5.66 billion in 2007, up 69.1 per cent from 2006. The
Sudan is now China’s third trade partner in Africa, trailing only Angola and
South Africa (see Figure 4 for China’s growing share of Africa’s oil exports).37

The Chinese National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) is the largest oil inves-
tor in the Sudan.38 By the end of 2007, the company had invested at least $5 bil-
lion in the country,39 representing its single biggest foreign investment.40

According to CNPC’s 2006 annual report, the Sudan accounts for about half
of all its overseas oil assets.41 In 2007, China produced roughly 226,000 barrels
of oil every day from three oil fields in the Sudan, or about 3 per cent of

Figure 4: Africa’s Crude Oil Export by Countries, 2001 versus 2007

Sources:
COMTRADE statistics.

35 One of the key reasons cited for the Sudanese operations by Chinese NOCs is that China will not back
out after establishing itself, and the situation in Darfur may even turn worse if the Chinese pack up and
head home. See Wei Wang, “Zhongshiyou zouchuqu: fengxian nengyuan, huli gongying” (“CNPC
going out: contributing energy, mutual beneficiality, and a win-win outcome”) Renmin ribao
(People’s Daily), 13 July 2007.

36 “International society should help Darfur people as China has: Sudan ambassador,” Xinhua News
Agency, 20 March 2008.

37 Ibid.
38 Chen Aizhu, “Sudan doubles crude exports to China In 2007,” Reuters, 22 January 2008.
39 R. Scott Greathead, “Moving China on Darfur,” The Wall Street Journal, 6 November 2007.
40 Clark, “Chinese companies: willing to go where Western companies fear to tread.”
41 David Blair, “Oil seals friendship for China and ‘rogue’ Sudan,” The Daily Telegraph, 2 February 2007.
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China’s demand in that year.42 CNPC hopes to produce 600,000 barrels per day
of crude from the Sudan by 2010, even though it has reduced activities in the
Darfur region because of unrest.43 Based on 2007’s data, China was buying 60
per cent of Sudan’s crude oil output.44

The failed efforts by China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) to
acquire Unocal, the ninth largest US energy company, in the autumn of 2005
had an accelerating impact on Chinese NOCs expansion into Africa, Central
Asia and the Middle East.45 As a senior vice-president of CNOOC candidly
told a visiting delegation of the US and Canada-based Energy Council, the
Chinese NOCs considered the US Congress’s block of the sale of Unocal to
CNOOC as a violation of market principles. When his company was ready
with US$18.5 billion to enter the US energy market, it had sincerely followed
the advice of its US counterparts that it should refrain from investing in
“funny places” – countries and regions that are not friendly towards the
United States. But when CNOOC was rejected for political rather than business
reasons, his company and other Chinese oil majors were forced to invest in places
that are at times hostile to American interests. In another interview with the
author, the same official further confirmed that major large-scale CNOOC
investments in Africa, especially in Nigeria, were made after 2005, a decision
derived directly from the Unocal affair.46

The Unocal episode further enhanced the Chinese perception of energy inse-
curity. “If you can’t do it somewhere, then you can always do it somewhere
else,” Fu Chengyu 傅成玉, chairman of CNOOC, said in an interview in 2006.
“We’re looking at opportunities in Africa as a whole.”47 And the records in
Nigeria demonstrate that CNOOC has invested heavily in the country.
In 2006, CNOOC acquired a 35 per cent working interest in a licence to

explore a Nigerian offshore oilfield for US$60 million. Then in January 2007 it
acquired 45 per cent of the deepwater oilfield (formerly OPL 229, now OML
141) operation rights under an offshore oil production licence (OML130) with
US$2.268 billion in cash.48 The Niger Delta where OML130 is located is one
of the basins with the most abundant oil and gas reserves in the world.49

China was offered the exploration rights in return for investing US$4 billion
(S$6.33 billion) in Nigeria’s infrastructure.50 Further, in April 2008 China agreed
to offer Nigeria a US$2.5 billion loan in parallel with talks about gaining energy

42 Lindsay Beck, “Sudan official cautions China on oil investment,” Reuters, 17 May 2007.
43 Clark, “Chinese companies: willing to go where Western companies fear to tread,”
44 Blair, “Oil seals friendship for China and ‘rogue’ Sudan.”
45 For more details on the CNOOC-Unocal case, see Wenran Jiang, “The Unocal bid: China’s treasure

hunt of the century,” China Brief, Vol. 5, No. 16 (2005).
46 Interview in Vancouver, Canada, 12 December 2008.
47 “CNOOC seeks expansion in Africa,” The China Daily, 20 July 2006.
48 Aries Poon, “CNOOC signs 2nd Nigeria deal,” The Wall Street Journal, 28 March 2006.
49 “Mergers and acquisitions by China’s petroleum and chemical companies,” China Chemical Reporter,

6 June 2007.
50 Clarissa Oon, “China takes direct approach to secure oil,” Straits Times, 29 April 2006.
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Table 3: China’s Oil Imports from Africa, 1992–2007

Country/year 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Algeria 0 0 10 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 130 680 820 257 1612
Egypt 0 0 0 0 0 290 200 110 120 0 0 80 0 80 71 84
Angola 200 1220 370 1000 1660 3840 1110 2880 8640 3800 5710 10100 16210 17460 23452 24996
Equatorial Guinea 0 0 0 0 0 200 240 810 920 2150 1780 1460 3480 3840 5266 3280
Congo 0 0 0 0 0 980 380 380 1450 640 1050 3390 4780 5530 5419 4801
Gabon 0 130 120 90 0 380 0 650 460 150 0 0 0 0 802 887
Cameroon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 430 820 350 0 0 0 0 0
Libya 300 710 0 210 140 70 140 130 130 250 0 130 1340 2260 3385 2906
Nigeria 0 0 0 390 0 0 120 1370 1190 770 490 120 1490 1310 452 895
Sudan 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 270 3310 4970 6430 6260 5770 6620 4846 10306
Chad 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 830 550 553 132
Others 0 70 0 30 130 360 240 500 1190 960 350 520 730 0 1282 3140
Total 500 2130 500 1840 1930 5910 2190 7250 16950 13550 15800 22180 35300 38470 45785 53039

Notes:
Unit is thousand tons.

Sources:
1992–2002: China’s Oil Interest in Africa: An International Political Agenda; 2003–2007: Chinese customs.
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exploration rights in the country. So far, China has offered export guarantee
credits worth up to US$50 billion as a bold strategy to woo Africa’s biggest oil
producer.51

From these developments and cases, China’s drive for securing more stable and
affordable oil supplies fromaround theworld in order to feed its domestic economic
growth is a clear motive. Reduced production at home and the failed entry into the
US energy market have made Chinese energy companies more insecure and they
are thus making much bolder moves in their African operations. Going beyond
the energy sector, Table 4 shows China’s growing shares of Africa’s major mineral
exports. In the examples of both Sudan and Zimbabwe, the attitudes of the Chinese
companies, both large and small, are typical reflections of the ongoing and often
self-contradictory debates in China about its relations with Africa and the conti-
nent’s role in China’s own development needs. The argument of using Africa as
“the last virgin land of energy and resources” and the view that Chinamust be help-
ing failed states out of their currentmess by engaging themwith economic and trade
activities are mixed in China’s presence in these two countries. In addition, the pic-
ture gets more complex when we factor in that in recent years Beijing has moved
from strictly not interfering in other countries’ domestic affairs to playing a more
active role in mediating the Darfur conflict.

Chinese oil industry and energy companies are competitive
in Africa even as latecomers

Historically, Western oil companies declared China a country of no oil reserves
after decades of exploration without success in the early 20th century. When

Table 4: Africa’s Mineral Ores Exports to China

Mineral ores Africa’s share in China’s
worldwide imports (%)

China’s share in Africa’s
world exports (%)

Iron ores 3.50 48
Manganese ores 43 60
Copper ores 5.80 38
Cobalt ores 80 70
Precious metal ores 27 12
Niobium, tantalum,

vanadium or zirconium ores
24 34

Chromium ores 30 77
Tungsten ores 26 78

Notes:
Though not a major receiver of Africa’s total crude oil export worldwide (see Figure 4), China is a major customer when it comes to

Africa’s non-fuel mineral resources.
Source:

COMTRADE statistics.

51 Matthew Green and Richard McGregor, “China offers Nigeria $50 billion credit,” Financial Times, 2
April 2008.
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China did find a reserve at Daqing 大庆 in the north-east part of the country in
the early 1960s, it had little technology of its own nor external help. The follow-
ing decades saw many hard-fought battles by retired army divisions who were
sent to the oil field to become workers. China’s own short history of the pet-
roleum industry was primarily home-grown and practically based on self-reliance
principles of the 1960s and 1970s.
While the reform and openness since the late 1970s have seen the moderni-

zation of China’s petro industries, lessons of the past are not lost. The Daqing
oil field, wild land back in the 1960s and now a vibrant industrial city of more
than a million, devotes an entire exhibition building to showcase its history of
working under extremely hard conditions. When Chinese NOCs went global
very swiftly in the early 21st century, they found themselves facing the well-
established IOCs in Africa and other parts of the world. They lacked the technol-
ogy, international management skills and other expertise to meet challenges far
away from home. But Chinese oil companies have gradually discovered that
what they lack can be compensated by the knowledge they had accumulated
many years earlier in the oil fields of Daqing.
According to Wang Zhen 王震, dean of the School of Business at the China

University of Petroleum (Beijing) and an energy economist who has done exten-
sive work on Chinese NOCs in Africa and Central Asia, NOCs have developed
technologies over the years that can turn certain African oil fields, those con-
sidered by Western companies to be of no value, into profitable operations.
Chinese managers, engineers and workers are low cost and, more importantly,
are used to working in harsh conditions. Chinese firms are also quite adept at
drilling faulted block reservoirs and certain heavy oil deposits, which present a
formidable challenge to Western companies. This gives Chinese NOCs an advan-
tage in bidding on certain projects in Africa. In fact, taking into account also the
low-cost local workforce, many Chinese energy extractive operations in Africa
are at a lower cost than comparative Chinese domestic explorations of similar
projects.52

To further overcome the latecomer’s effect based on such advantages, Chinese
energy companies are committing large amount of funds and labour for explora-
tion and development rights in resource-rich countries. They also enter into joint
ventures with national governments, state-controlled energy companies or indi-
vidual enterprises for a long-term local presence. It appears that the Chinese com-
panies often outbid their competitors in major contracts awarded by governments
of African countries because their concerns are not just short-term returns but
strategic positioning for the future.53

52 Wang Zhen, presentation at a special seminar on Chinese NOCs abroad, University of Alberta,
6 August 2008. For details, see p. 155 of Trevor Houser, “The roots of Chinese oil investment abroad,”
The National Bureau of Asian Research Analysis, 18 March 2007, http://nbr.org/publications/asia_policy/
AP5/AP5_Houser.pdf, accessed 28 July 2008.

53 For an example, see “Sinopec beats ONGC, gets Angola block,” Financial Express, 14 July 2006.
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As illustrated earlier, Sudan remains one of the earliest and largest overseas
energy projects by China’s major energy companies, including investment, devel-
opment, pipeline building, a large Chinese labour deployment and continuous
operation. But Chinese NOC activities in Africa include close to 20 countries
in the continent with petroleum exploration projects and oil equity interests.54

It is common for Western press reports to treat Chinese oil and energy compa-
nies as the same as the Chinese state. But the reality is far more complicated.
China’s reform process in recent decades has decentralized economic activities.
CNPC, Sinopec and CNOOC used to be central government ministries but are
now independent corporations although they are still state-owned. All of them
have international subsidiaries that are listed on international stock exchanges.
These companies do take central government’s call to “go out” as a general direc-
tion, but they do not normally behave like robots in carrying out orders. Their
growing corporate interests, operational considerations and profit motives play
a major part in their decisions to implement an overseas project, and do not
always coincide with the priorities of the Chinese leadership. Chinese interests
in Africa are quite diverse now that China is no longer a monolithic bloc.
As illustrated above, Chinese energy companies are swiftly expanding their

operations in Africa primarily because they have identified a number of areas
where they are competitive over their Western counterparts. They can make a
good profit in most of their operations and their unique advantages can overcome
their latecomer status. Thus the market forces that drive China’s domestic com-
petition also play a major role in how Chinese NOCs and other firms function in
Africa. At the same time, their actions also seem to reflect the aim of the Chinese
leadership to secure a larger supply of overseas energy and resources. But just as
Chinese companies at home are facing the challenge of reducing income disparity
and increasing wages for low-paid migrant workers, in Africa too, workers are
not content with low wages in Chinese extractive operations in their own
lands. For long-term sustainable development needs, China needs to address
such critical issues both at home and abroad, and here the connections are
close: a better labour environment at home will facilitate the necessary changes
in Chinese operations in Africa. The reverse may also have an impact, although
much less.

Chinese NOC operations abroad and especially in Africa have inadequate knowledge
of good governance, corporate social responsibility and environmental protection

Under the Chinese development model of the past 30 years, as discussed earlier,
Chinese government ministries in charge of energy development were trans-
formed into the current large NOCs. They have been a major driving force
behind China’s high-energy consumption industrialization process. The demand

54 According to data complied by the author.
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for energy has grown so rapidly that there was little time to pay attention to
environmental concerns. And corporate social responsibility has until recently
been a foreign concept to Chinese companies, which are extremely profit-oriented
at this particular stage of economic development. As China is a one-party state,
the press is not free and NGOs are not strong enough to challenge the state or
large corporations as their counterparts can in Western societies or some of the
African countries.55 Thus many Chinese firms are completely unused to being
confronted with issues of transparency, corporate society responsibility, civil
society and NGO involvement in resource development and environment assess-
ment related to large-scale projects.
The case of Sinopec’s operational experiences in Gabon provides the best

example of ChineseNOCs’willingness to go through a difficult but necessary adap-
tation process. Sinopec is a latecomer and the main Chinese company operating in
Gabon’s oil sector. It has joint exploration with other companies but its own blocks
are the Lotus, GT-Est and DT-Est blocks. Sinopec’s experience in Loango once
made major headlines around the world.56 Having been awarded the Lotus
exploration block located in the Loango National Park, Sinopec started its seismic
exploration activities. The environmental impact assessment (EIA) was conducted
by a Dutch company, but was of inferior quality. An international outcry led by
Gabonese NGOs followed. International NGOs fromWestern countries provided
their support, and the Gabonese government was under pressure to do a
re-evaluation. The operation was halted in September 2006.57

According to a senior Sinopec executive based in Gabon, the company had
never intended to do a poor job on sustainability and environmental issues. In
a lengthy conversation, he acknowledged that Chinese NOCs lack the necessary
local and international know-how when conducting environmental assessments.
“We screwed up in the first round,” he said, “but it was not entirely our own
fault.” As it turned out, miscommunication seems to have played a role. The
Sinopec executive pointed out that initially, the Gabonese government officials
in charge were not enforcing regulations particularly well and Sinopec was not
even informed that the area they were going into was a National Park.58

Facing such a challenge and willing to get things right, Sinopec’s Gabon sub-
sidiary adopted three major steps. First, it accepted the criticisms levelled against
the company by Gabonese and international NGOs, and committed funds to
re-do the entire EIA for the project. The Dutch company which had done the

55 Chinese NGOs are still weak and their existence is dependent on the approval of the state apparatus.
They are normally registered as part of an institutional attachment to a government body. And the
NGO developments in Africa are very uneven. Although in Gabon NGOs play a strong role, the
same cannot be said for DRC or many other African states.

56 “China’s Sinopec provokes conservation uproar in Gabon,” Agence France Presse, 28 September 2006.
57 See for example, Christoher Burke, Lucy Corkin and Nastasya Tay, “China’s engagement of Africa:

preliminary scoping of African case studies. Angola, Ethiopia, Gabon, Uganda, South Africa,
Zambia,” research undertaking prepared for the Rockefeller Foundation, Centre for Chinese Studies,
Stellenbosch University, 2007, p. 95.

58 Author’s interview, 18 September 2008, Libreville.
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previous EIA redid it in conjunction with EnviroPass, a Gabonese organization,
and the World Wildlife Fund. Sinopec has since resumed activities and is cur-
rently exploring for oil in the Loango National Park. Several Gabonese,
Western and Chinese respondents interviewed on the subject stated that the sub-
sequently conducted EIA was the best ever produced in Gabon.59 Sinopec is even
committed to be a part of the verification process of the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative, one of the very few Chinese firms which have agreed
to participate in this annual reporting system.60

Second, Sinopec pursued joint ventures with established Western oil companies
for both profit and learning purposes. Sinopec’s joint ventures in Gabon are two
onshore concessions, Ozigo and Awoun, both with heavy and waxy crude oil and
both operated by Shell Gabon. Sinopec’s joint venture with Shell is the only prof-
itable operation for Sinopec in Gabon while others are still in the stage of
exploration.61

Finally, Sinopec used China’s strong traditional ties with the Gabonese gov-
ernment to make sure that Chinese energy interests in the country are not threa-
tened by its initial setbacks on the project in the Loango National Park. When
Sinopec entered the Ozigo joint venture, oil had already been discovered. In
the exploration phase, the stakes were as follows: Shell 44.25 per cent,
Amerada Hess 44.25 per cent and the Gabonese state 11.50 per cent. As the
state’s share was to be sold, Amerada Hess was allowed to buy 5.75 per cent
and the other 5.75 per cent was sold to Sinopec. According to the senior manager
quoted above, several other companies, including the ones participating in the
exploration phase, were interested in buying the Gabonese state’s share.
However, it was sold to Sinopec even though it had not participated in the risk
of the exploration phase. Some see this as a political move to allow China
entry into Gabon’s oil market.62

At the Awoun deposit, oil was discovered in 2003. Production facilities are cur-
rently being built and the concession will come into production late 2009 or early
2010. According to a well-informed observer, Sinopec entered into the Awoun
joint venture in a similar fashion to the venture with Ozigo once oil was already
discovered.63 Again, other companies also showed interest when the state’s share
was to be sold, but the share was given to Sinopec, which was interpreted as
another favour by the Gabonese state to the company.
The case of Sinopec in Gabon is significant in that the turnaround process

reflected what is happening in Chinese domestic scene: there are political, social,
economical, civil society and international pressures for China, at this stage of its

59 Author’s interview, 18 September and interview by the author’s research team member, 22 September
2008, Libreville.

60 Author’s interview, 18 September 2008, Libreville. For more information on EITI, visit the initiative’s
website at: http://eitransparency.org.

61 Author’s interview, 18 September 2008, Libreville.
62 Interview by the author’s research team member, 23 September 2008, Libreville.
63 Interview by the author’s research team member, 23 September 2008, Libreville.
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development, to pay more attention to the environment and the country’s overall
ecosystem. Although lacking such experiences at home, Sinopec Gabon displayed
a willingness to confront its shortcomings, and take forward-looking measures to
consolidate its position in the host country. Unlike in the cases of Sudan and
Zimbabwe, where mixed actions are taking place as a result of China’s domestic
ongoing debates on how to deal with the two countries, Sinopec’s operations in
Gabon shows what a Chinese company can do in adapting to a new set of rules
that are only beginning to emerge at home. However, as very few Chinese com-
panies have signed on with the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative,
Sinopec Gabon’s limited success cannot be generalized as a universal trend for
all Chinese companies operating in Africa.
It is notable from the above analysis how large the perception gap is between

the outside world and the Chinese themselves concerning the capacity, scale,
operational reach and potential of Chinese energy companies in Africa and
around the world. Influenced by a series of domestic contradictions and conflict-
ing priorities of the Chinese government’s African policy frameworks, Chinese
NOCs are advancing into Africa with a number of their own historical, domestic
and international constraints.

Assessments and Conclusions
Given the changing nature of the international political economy of energy and
resources, the study of China’s relations with Africa in general and in the extrac-
tive industries of energy and resources in particular is still at an early stage.
Currently, the so-called “commodity super-cycle” of 2001–07 is over as the
world economy headed into recession in 2008.64 With the prices of oil and
major raw materials falling, many African countries that are heavily dependent
on exports of oil or other resource commodities as their major sources of revenue
will suffer. As demand for these commodities drops worldwide, foreign multi-
national corporations, Western as well as Asian, will move to adjust their
ongoing and planned operations in Africa.
Regardless of the uncertainties of the world economy in the next few years, the

focus of this study, as of many others in this volume, is more about China’s fast
ascendency to the continent in the recent booming years. This article may offer
some initial assessments and reach some tentative conclusions.
First, economic data and relevant statistics indicate that energy and resource

extraction has become the most important feature of China’s relationship with
Africa, but defining the nature of such a new partnership is far from uniform
or conclusive. As well as the extreme and sensational views of some press reports
and studies, even seasoned observers have not been able to escape entirely the

64 Ian Verrender, “The resources boom that fuelled prosperity is now a bust,” Sydney Morning Herald,
9 December 2008; “The commodity super cycle isn’t looking so super these days,” Business Day
(South Africa), 30 August 2008.
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trap of a good versus evil dichotomy when it comes to evaluating Chinese energy
and resource activities in Africa. To argue simply that the Chinese presence in
Africa is mostly good or mostly bad for African development is missing the
dynamics and the complexities of the relationship. The core issue is not whether
Chinese firms are doing good or bad things; they are certainly capable of doing
both. Nor is it a measure of analytical depth just to consider whether the Chinese
newcomers are the same as the old colonial powers. The reality is more compli-
cated. Depending on time, country, sector and other specific conditions, the
Chinese government and Chinese companies doing business in Africa may dis-
play different behaviours and preferences. Some limited generalizations, as
attempted in this article, are possible, but more time, more research and gathering
of data over a longer period are needed to reach comprehensive conclusions on
the nature of China’s engagement in Africa.
Second, it is important to study China–Africa energy and resource relations by

focusing on the external dimensions of the two-way interaction, but that alone is
inadequate to get a more in-depth view of the ways the Chinese do things in
Africa. This article has concentrated on the logical correlations between domestic
and foreign policy connections. It has demonstrated that changing priorities,
debates and constraints of the domestic political economy has a direct impact
on China’s foreign policy and corporate behaviours in Africa by both the govern-
ment and energy companies. To understand China’s policies in the Sudan or
Zimbabwe, the best place to begin is not necessarily a detailed review of
China’s bilateral interactions with each state. Rather, answers can be found
within the Chinese domestic context. And any changes of Chinese policies
towards the Sudan and Zimbabwe will come from significant domestic changes,
involving factors presented in the first part of this article.
Third, the focus on domestic sources of China’s African policy leads not to a

grand design by a new Chinese empire to take over Africa but to a complex inter-
play between a China that has become a status quo world power and its historical
role as a champion of the Third World demanding a new international economic
order. The Chinese leadership is eager to grab Africa’s energy and resources to
feed the appetite of its economic growth back home, while trying to deliver
benefits to Africans through aid, cancellation of debt and construction of infra-
structure. The traditional Chinese foreign policy norm of non-interference in
others’ domestic affairs is being tested by progressive voices, both from within
and outside China, of humanitarian intervention, human rights and democracy.
Beijing may have some overall strategic thinking on its role in Africa but China

is no longer a monolithic bloc. Debates go on inside China’s policy-making cir-
cles all the time. Facing increasing criticism from the Western press and NGOs,
and the humiliating protests at China’s Olympic torch relay around the world in
2008, Chinese policy makers and academics have also been debating how China
can effectively respond to the crisis in the Darfur region. Some have argued that
the international criticism of China’s Sudan policy – and its increasing presence
in Africa in general – is no more than trying to use human rights issues to drive
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China out of Africa, or at least to slow down its advances. They then insist that
Beijing must not give in and should do everything to win the strategic compe-
tition. Others contend that it is not worth risking China’s international reputation
to protect its interests in Sudan or Zimbabwe which have little impact on China’s
overall economic interests. Some more pro-active measures in Darfur from
Beijing, they argue, will promote China as a responsible power.65

Fourth, the linkage between China’s domestic development tensions and its
African policies points to a Chinese energy strategy that is more driven by inse-
curity and vulnerability than a predatory desire to control energy and resources in
the African continent. To make up for their own weaknesses, Chinese NOCs have
intensified their investment and exploration in many African states, sometimes
using aggressive measures to compete with their well-established Western
counterparts. The history and composition of today’s Chinese NOCs have
given them certain advantages, beyond state-sport and financial power, in the
areas of technology, labour and cost. They have developed an engagement pat-
tern of their own, which may not be the same as Beijing’s overall objectives in
Africa. Even when the Chinese leadership may want certain outcomes from
China’s engagement in Africa, it may not have all the leverage or control over
a fast-expanding network of state and private actors who have entered these mar-
kets following the logic of globalization and profit maximization.
Fifth, China’s energy and resource extractive activities in Africa will continue

to face challenges from the domestic front, host countries and the international
community. The case of Sinopec in Gabon shows that Chinese firms are capable
and willing to adapt to the African setting and international norms, but this case
does not mean that all Chinese enterprises in Africa will practise what Sinopec
has done. The structural pressure from China’s current political and economic
system is for more corruption and less transparency, and being non-democratic
and environmentally unfriendly. If China’s cut-throat capitalism continues to
externalize its negative aspects to Chinese practices in Africa, only corrupt
regimes in some of the African countries will benefit instead of the ordinary
people. And there will certainly be more backlashes of local resentment against
the Chinese presence.
Finally, a fundamental understanding of Chinese domestic development

dynamics will help African countries to maximize their resource fortunes and
avoid the “resource curse.” There is a clear eagerness by many developing
countries in Africa to translate China’s booming prosperity into opportunities
for their own development, hoping that the coming of China is more positive
than their experiences with European powers and the United States in the past.
But as I have already warned, China’s economic boom of the past three decades
will not last forever. The driving force of China’s extractive industries in Africa,
ranging from oil to minerals to forestry, is its own domestic economic growth.

65 These observations are derived from the author’s interviews with Chinese policy makers and academics
since 2006.
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The Chinese may bring benefits to the hosting countries but they are not primar-
ily in those places to serve local interests. Thus, a slowdown of Chinese economic
growth, a slowdown in China’s energy demands or a combination of both, as has
already happened since autumn 2008, will have a direct impact on those African
countries that primarily base their economic interactions with China on energy
and resource exports.66

China’s economic presence in the continent, as fast as it has been growing in
recent years, is still relatively new and small in scale. Thus, the research agenda
is wide open, many issues are yet to be explored, and patterns of behaviour to be
established. There is also a need to take a more interdisciplinary approach, as this
article has attempted, to combine international relations, comparative politics,
area and country expertise and industrial sector-specific studies to achieve a
more balanced, nuanced and comprehensive understanding of China–Africa
relations.

66 See Wenran Jiang, “China’s emerging strategic partnership in Africa” “Chinese inroads in DR Congo: a
Chinese ‘Marshall plan’ or business?” China Brief, Vol. 9, No. 1 (2009). See also Tables 1, 4 and 5 in this
article.
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